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I

INTRODUCT IOi

Multi-sensory teaching aids ire finding greater
usage In a:

increasingly larger number of courses in

the elementary and

secondary schools.

These aids facili-

tete learning by mare fully incorp3rating the senses
of sight, hearing,

touch, smell, and

educational process.

taste into the

The majority of supplementary

teaching aids used in the classroom ore those produced
through photographic processes.
jected picture is the 3-x4 slide;

The oldest form of prothe motion picture

has been used to sorne e2ctent for approximately thirty

years; and the 2c2 slide is the newest photographic

teaching aid (19,pp 30-32).

For almost every school

subject photographic teaching aids have been produced.
The preparation of photographic teaching aids
by secondary school personnel need not duplicate those

aids already available from other sources.

The school-

made photographs can, however, fill the gap between the
teacher's job of

makin.'-

subject matter meaninrful to

the immediate, everyday lives of the pupils, and the

help given by commercially made materials.

The very

planning that goes into the preparation may, when incorporated into classroan teaching, serve as

a

learning

2

ecperience for young people.
For the teacher properly trained in the use of

multi-sensory material and in photography the camera may
become an important teaching instrument.
nized that the school is not engaged
coniinercial

It

is

recog-

in the business

of

preparation of teaching materials.

School prepared aids often relate the community
and the school to the academic program; they make
it

possible for pupils to share visually in trips taken

by faculty members and other persons in the community;
and they can provide pictorial records of pupil
projects.

In some cases they supply teaching aids in
specialized

courses

or

fields unique to

a

school.

The preparation

program, whether incidental or regular, thereby become5
an important supplement to commercially prepared
teaching
3ids.

Statement of the Problem
The objectives of this study are,

(a)

to dis-

cover what photographic teaching aids Oregon secondary

schools are producing,
able for production,

(c)

(b)

to study the equipment avail-

to determine the training op-

portunities available to pupils in the school,

Cd)

to

investigate the training in photography that teachers

preparing teaching aids have obtained,

(e)

to reveal

3

what types of aids have been produced,

(f)

to find out

the subject matter areas in which educational photographs

have been produced,

to discover the groups responsi-

(g)

ble for producing them.

Importance of Problem
The preparation of photographic teaching aids
has been found to make

a

number of contributions to the

educational effectiveness of the school, class
preparing them.

group

or

It is hoped that this report will en-

courage personnel of the Oregon secondary schools to

become aware of this type of curriculum materials.
The findings should serve as
the factors that

ing on

a

a

a

guide, illustrating

school must consider before embark-

production program.

Suggestions will also be
finished product.

given as to potential uses

of the

The study seeks to begin

foundation for similar studies

a

in individual schools, subject matter areas, and

on the

elementary education level.

With results of the study's data, and using
background literature, it is hoped that Oregon high
schools will begin preparational programs to enrich
their curricula through photographic teaching aids.

Included in the appendic will be a list of references
that contain information concernTng the preparation of

educational photographs.

4

Scope and Procedures Used in Nakin

This Study

Oregon secondary schools included in this study
viere

those classified, by the Oregon School

Directy

for the school year 1950-51, as either first or second
class districts.

Union and sub-district high schools

with one hundred or over enrollment and three private
schools in Portland were also included.
The audio-visual coordinators in one hundred
and sixty one schools received the questionnaires.

One

hundred and one were returned, or sixty two and sevententh percent.

Only one questionnaire was returned

unanswered.
Audio-visual education directors in Portland,
ßalem, and Albany were interviewed and the photographic

teaching aids they produced examIned as another phase
of the study.

The General Extension Division's Audio-

Visual Department was likewise studied In its relationship to preparation of teaching aids for Oregon secondary
schools.

Limitations of the Study
The information sought in the questionnaire

covers the entire curriculum of the secondary school.
The questionnaire was sent to only one person in each
school; therefore it is possible that due to the

5

audio-visual coordinator's limited knowledge of some
aspect of this program some teacher prepared aids and
other data may have been omitted.

This factor coupled

with possible incorrect interpretation of the questions
and possible atypical coverage tends to make data from

questionnaires somewhat invalid.
The interview technique used in another phase
of the study can

often load to subjective data.

effort to avoid this

a

In an

series of planned questions were

asked all coordinators interviewed.

Another limiting factor has been the lack of
similar studies in this field conducted in other states.

Those that have been made usually only covered one
school's production

or an entire state's

sensory teaching aids program.

complete multi-

This has made it difficult

to compare the Oregon program with those existing in

other states.

Definition of Terms
While recognizing that many other teaching aids
can be produced by means other than phot ograohic, here the

major concern is with those photographic teaching aids that
the school has produced.

For purpose of thIs study photo-

graphic teaching aids are defined as any illustrative

material produced through the process

of

photography

that is used in the learning situation.

It

is

not im-

portant whether or not its original purpose was that of
a

teach±ng tool, as long as it now contributes to learn-

ing when incorporated into an instructional unit.

The scope of photographic teaching aids includes
flat pictures, slides, motion pictures, filmstrips and

stereographs.

These may be produced in monochrome or

color; by infrared, visable illumination, ultra-violet,
or x-rays;

through gross photography, microphotography,

macrophotography, or photomicrography; and the exposures
used to produce these photographic images will range

from several hours, to "normal" exposures, and those
created by high speed electronic flash.

A great variety

of cameras can be used to make these images;

and in sorne

cases no camera of any kind is required.

Photographic production techniques classified
above are defined as follows:
1.

Photomicrography-

Making

a

picture

large enough to be viewed by the unaided eye, from

a

subject which is

"microscopIc" in size.
2.

Macrophotography-

Photographing small

but visible objects such as cultures,

grains of course sand, house flies,

f4

etc.

The pictures may be the same

size but are usually enlarged moderately, from 5X to 15X.
3.

Microphotographyic

picture of

a

Making

a

microscop-

large object.

Here

the subject is large and the picture

small.

Small cameras are used for

this job.

Microfilming is an example

for this technique.
4.

Gross

photograp-

This includes photo-

graphy of all large objects in which the
picture is also large.

This is the type

f photographic work we usually do.

There are no exact limits in the above classifications.

They overlap considerably depending upon

who does the classifying.

[:1

CHAPTER II

SCHOOL PREPARED PHOTOGRAPHIC TEACHING AIDS,
THEIR USE AND PRODUCTION

Liost

attention has been given multi-sensory

teaching aids produced through photography. Photography
presents material to a degree of reality that is possible
with no other medium of pictorial representatIon. It
is for this reason that photographic aids have gained
their present scope of use in today's schools. The

place, value and historical development of the general
multi-sensory teaching aids program in our schools is
reviewed in other sources and will not he discussed
in this study. Literature reported will, for the most
part, deal with developments in the production of teachIng aids since 1939. This will Include the values and
procedures of production, and a brief account of the
different types of aids that can be produced.
Results of Other Liulti-Sensory Aid Studies
To

understand what can be done in the Oregon

secondary schools towards the production of photographic

teaching aids,

it

present position

must
of

first

be dIscovered what

is the

those areas of the curriculum not

Included in this study's questionnaire, that would be

involved in such

conducted

a

program.

a

In 1950, Amo DeBernardis

survey of the entire teaching aid program in

the elementary and secondary schools in Oregon.

DeBernardis found the teachers used the following photographic mcterials in this order: fist pictures;

motion pictures, filmstrips, slides, and stereographs.
The only ecception to these ratings were in first class
and union high schools where movies

pictures

outranked flat

(6,p.124).
In 42 percent

of

the schools

the teaching aIds

program is the responsibility of the school principal.
A teacher serves as coordinator

schools.

Only

in 24 percent

of

the

percent of the schools returning the

l

questionnaire has an audio-visual director..

Eleven

percent of the schools had no one responsible for their

teaching aids program (6,p.97).

The duties of the per-

son responsible for the school's multi-sensory program

that would have

a

relationship to the preparation of

photographic teaching aids are as follows:
cent engage in the development

Eighteen per-

of local materials;

eleven percent take pictures for use as teaching aids;
ten percent take pictures for the school annual; and

seven percent are advisors for the school camera club
(6,p.l00)

10

259.67 per pupil was

In 1950 an average of

apent in Oregon for education.

Of this amount twenty-

materials,
eight cents was spent per pupil on audio-visual
on
forty-two cents on equipment, and twenty-four cents

film rentals. (6,

p.

107.)

More money was spent for

teaching aids in the secondary schools than in the elementary schools.

3cience and social science received the

most money for teaching aids.

Art, mathematics and

industrial arts received the least
One

of the

(6,p.11O-2).

signigicant facts disclosed in the

study relating to production of teaching aids was the

multi-sensory aid training gained by Oregon teachers.

Vith the exception of first class districts only about
one third

of the

teachers had had training in this field.

had
In first class districts 49 percent of the teachers

taken

a

course in audio-visual aids.

In these courses

instruction in production of aids, either photographic
or

non-photographic, ranks last in frequency of units

taught (6,p.l3O-3.
As shown

'y

averages published in

a

survey

conducted by the National Educational Association of
school's camera equipment Oregon ranks well above average.
The national report listed 0.1 still cameras per thousand
students compared with 0.4 for Oregon schools.

The

11

national average for school owned movie cameras is 0.07
per thousand

students while in Qregon the average

s

0.2 (6,p.115).

Five important conclusions that can be drawn

from DeBernardis' research that relate to this study are:
1.

Teachers are .iidely using the most
easily prepared type of teaching
aid, the flat picture.

2.

Almost half the audIo-visual coordinators are principals with other
duties that would prevent or limit
their participation in the preparation of teaching aids.

3.

About ten percent of the audiovisual coordingators have some interest
in photography as evidenced by their

activitIes In camera clubs, etc.
4.

There Is

a

limited amount of money

that could be used to make school

made materials.
5.

Audio-vIsual courses taken by Oregon
teachers often do not include units
on the preparation of photographic
or

non-photographic teaching aids.

12
A corresponding study conducted by Olson in

Washington on the secondary level in the same year as
Deßernardist work resulted in similar ±indins.

Six-

teen of the pers3nnel in charge of the school's teaching
aid program take pictures for school. use.

Thirty-three

schools reported that they make sane photographic teaching aids for their own use.

Thes comprise 7525 flat

pictures, 1047 two by two slides, 391 filmstrips, and
735 motion pictures.

Six-hundred

of

the motion pictures

were made by one high school, Queen Anne High School
of Seattle.

Eighty-six schools reporting school owned

equipment declared 187 16mm motion picture projectors,
82

opaque projectors, 91 2x2 slide projectors,

140 film-

strip projectors, 42 3*x4 slide projectors, 41 still
cameras, and 15 movie cameras (22,pp25-26).

Frequency of use of teaching materials in Vashington high schools was quite similar to that found in

Oregon.

Agriculture

multi-sensory aids.

was

first

among

courses usiig

Other courses in order of decreasing

use were social studies, geography, art, science, music,

history, English, Industrial arts, safety education,

homemaking and physical education (22,p.27).
The motion picture was most

used of all photo-

graphic teaching aids in 1ashington.
in this

order:

Others were ranked

flat pictures, slides, and filmstrips.
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In comparing the multi-sensory aid e3ucation of

teachers in 'ash1ngton and Oregon as reported in these

two studies, Oregon teachers have

clear superiorIty.

a

Of the eIghty-one Viashincton schools answering this

question only 16 percent of the teachers had thIs
type of training.

This compares with an average of

35 percent for Oregon schools.

0f the Washington schools

reporting two stated that 100 percent

of

their teachers

had training In use of the various teaching aids.

In

52 percent of the schools an in-service training program

offered work in this field (22,p.34).

Hahn's 1941 study illustrated

the use of photo-

graphic teaching aids in Corvallis public schools.

The

aids desired by most teachers were motion pictures,

with forty-one teachers listing them.

Thirty-one

teachers wanted projected still pictures;
flat pictures; and

eighteen listed

only 15 included steriographs as

desired teaching aid

a

(lO,p.22).

When asked to indicate

t'ne

photographic teaching

aids they used in the classroom 41 percent

of these

Corvallis teachers stated they used flat pictures, 20
percent used motion pictures, 16 percent used projected

still pictures, and none of them used sterographs
(10, p. 16).

In spite

of almost a

ten year gap in the

time Hahn's study and the 1950 InvestIgations in Oregon

14
and .1ash1ngton there sonears to have been no change in the

frequency of use of the various materials.

This is in the

face of the fact of the attention given two by two slides
and steriographs in recent years.

3icty-one of the sixty-eight teachers in the

system reported those teaching aids that they considered
not worthwhile.

Only

tv'o

declared the motion pictures

were not worthwhile; five listed projected still pictures;
and seven mentioned flat pictures; and twenty-eight

classified stereographs as not worthwh.le (lO,p.15).
ihen these ratings were compared to the ratings assigned
by natIonal experts, the teachers and experts agreed
on the effectiveness

still pictures.

of flat

pictures and projected

The teachers slIghtly overrated the

effectiveness of motion pictures.
rated ineffective by
the experts'

a

3tereographs were

large number of teachers.

In

opinion they were just below motion pictures

in their value

(lO,p.25).

Chapdelaine, in 1948, conducted

a

survey of

leading universities, state and federal departments, and
industries in the United 3tates having an audio-vIsual
center.

From 70 percent returns he found that no study

had been made of teacher prepared mathematics motion

pictures; although great Interest was expressed in good,

useable mathematics films (4,p.39-40).

The study was

15
the

only one discovered that investigated school pre-

pared materials alonj subject matter lines.
Reasons for 3chool Preparation
of

Photographic Teaching Aids

It may be that

there is

a

school

or community

ïil1 fill the

need for some type of material that

Photograph-

requirements of local educational conditions.
ic teaching aids

in

se

specific

cases will fill these needs.

They may show teacher-pupil activities to the community
thereby serving

a

public relations goal.

Photographs

can interpret the community to its children or citizens.

This will possibly aid them in recognizIng and solving

community problems.

This development of mutual interest

and understanding helps both the community and the school.

3chool productions make possible the recording of out-

standing events such as recitals, speeches, sports,
Important school

graduations, and special programs.

documents and papers can also be preserved in
saving method through microfilming

a

space

(20,p.225-6).

Often in our schools it is not possible to take
the students to the scene of action.

In such cases the

locally produced photographic teaching aids can be of
direct help, permitting groups to take field trips into
the community without havinc

to leave the classroom.

16

There are few subjects in our secondary schools which do
not have some aspects that could be more effectively pre-

sented through use of school-, teacher-, or pupil-made

photographic teaching aids.

Their production can often

serve other goals such as clarifying concepts, adding

new knowledge, stimulating further study, and providing

motivation. (16, p.319).
That there is an interest on the part of teachers
in using the camera in education is illustrated by a

survey made
teachers.

of two

hundred San Jose elementary school

To the question, "'Jould you be interested

in an inservice traIning course showing you how to use
one specific camera?" one hundred and sixty five in-

dicated an interest in such

a

course.

One hundred and

seventy-four said they would find it to their advantage
to make their own classroom photographs.

One hundred

and seventy-eight felt they could use teacher made mat-

erial to advantage.

Of the teachers questioned

a

and seventy-eight were then using visual material.

hundred
Fin-

ally they were asked what teacher-made material they
would like to have made.

They listed:

"Pictures illustrating home, neighborhood, school
helpers, traffic procedures, safety, how to play
new games, health, social science, dramatizations,

17

excursions, communities, community's
helpers, farm, points of thterest In
the Santa Clara Valley, pioneers, westward movement, charts for use of instruction in the fundamentals, points of
interest in California, California
Indians, pets, food, clothing, shelter,
communications, school orientation,
nature study, animals, aviation near me,
and health habits (23,p.l4and 34)
At the winter meeting of the Department

Instruction
it was

of the

of Visual

National Education Association in

194].

brought out that teachers were quite interested

in production of

t'.vo

by two slides and motion pictures.

The greatest interest, however, was in producing two by

two color slides.

In the discussion it was thought that

the major obstacle to production was lack of training
on part
leni,

of teachers

it was

in making these materials.

This prob-

suggested, could be solved through inf3rmation

presented in educational journals, summer school programs,
and workshops

(11,

p.154-5).

The use of these photographic teaching aids in
the

classroom can secure vividness by variation

struction through use

of

of

in-

familiar and striking Illustra-

tions gathered from the local community.

The more real-

istic the learning experience the more the pupils are likely to be interested in the subject being discussed

(3,p.l.

The value of other teaching aids can often be intensified

through use of school made photographs.

The camera can

18

foll3w the clsss on
ments in science;

field trip, record class experi-

a

in health classes it can make posture

studies; it can aid drawing everyday applications of
pictures

living to geometry;
local occupations;

can furnish information on

and results of art and drama classes

can be preserved for future study.

School made aids in addition to theIr valuo in
the classroom may open up new avenues to

public relations program.

Much of

a

more effective

a

school's public

relations rests on newspapers and parents' nights.

Roosevelt School in Union City, New Jersey
made of

tk

survey was

degree of newspaper coverage given various

school activities,
87 percent

a

At

Athletics received

with these results:

of the school's press space,

to special events

(PTA, school shows,

7.3 percent went

and assemblies),

2.6 percent of the stories viere of student activities,
the school's recreational program received 2.3 percent
of the space,

the honor students were granted 0.4 per-

cent coverage, and the reports of school accidents and

vandalism were awarded the remaining 0.1 percent.
nights often present

a

distorted picture

of

Parents'

the school.

School is not really in session and time Is often too
short to give
ties.
a

a

complete picture of the school's activi-

To solve these problems it was decided to prepare

set of slides giviig a

cnplete picture

of

the school

19

program.

To this school the cost of the project

fifteen dollars.

carne

to

The project, in the mind of the staff,

was well worth the time and expense.
A school which made

a

(1,

p.112).

motion picture for public

relations use found to its satisfaction that parents,
after seeing the film, made comments such as these:(l,
p.50)
"I didn't know you were doing all those
things in school."
"I don't see how you are able to manage
so many kids so efficiently."
"My, I wish my children could attend
your school."

In summarizing the values

of these

school made

aids it should be recognized that there are two closses
of school prepared

aids.

First, those made for their

immediate value such as school newsreels,
done for the value of those producing it.

or

other work

Second, the

aids that are prepared for use by current and
future
classes.

The expenditures for the former are justified

from the point of view of the study, cooperation, and
interest of those who have worked on them.

They will

doubtless be of little value to other classes.
ter

wli

serve as

The lat-

permanent contribution to the school's

a

film library.
A group of junior high school students who

duced and paid for

a

pro-

class made motion picture telling

the story of "Lady of the Lake" provides a general
picture

20
of what

a

class might gain frii such

a

production activity.

The m3vie was found to pave the way for future appreciation of the classics.

experience.

It made the story a

It created

insights, through research, into

literature, geography, and hIstory.
ation were developed.
overcome obstacles.

real living

Attitudes of cooper-

Pupils learned to meet and

The production activities made

the "Lady of the Lake"

a

joy to students.

Finally

they were able to view commercially made pictures more
critically.

It was

found by the teacher supervising

this group that it IS best if the pupils have an under-

standing of the poem before beginning any work on the

movie (24,p.357,8).
Production Problems
In order that we have photographic teaching aids

that

vill effectively present subject matter and stand up

under comparison with commercially prepared aids, the

school personnel making these materials should have training in both photography and the general field

sensory teaching aids.

of multi-

This training can be obtained

either in formalized instruction or through individual
study, experimentation, and research.

With less than

half our teachers having any training in the use of supnle-

mentary materials there must first be an instructional
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program presented to the teachers in the use

multi-

of

sensory aids before they will be able to consistently
produce usable material.
In recognition

of

these ideas

a

majority of the

courses in audio-visual education across the country
include in their course of study one unit on photography.
In 1947 three attempts were made to outline "Standards
of Teachers

Competency in Audio-Visual Education".

The

ability to use the camera and perform simple photographic operations appeared

in all

of these

outlines (16,p.

3 11).

Teachers must

knovï

how to use the camera.

"The

day is not too far distant when nearly all educational

institutions which specialize in teacher training will
have at least one required course in photography." (13,
p.672).

Kantzch found that in sine

of the

secondary schools

courses in photography are now being offered.

These

courses are expensive to operate, but it is possible
for them to aid the school teaching aid program through

development

of

local materials.

A course for students

could even be set up with this production gos1 in

mind.

In this way a constant supply of photographic

personnel would always be at hand.
a

The objectives of such

course should Include cooperation v1th all departments
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in the

creation of visual materials in line viith the

photograohic process; reproduction of pertinent data
that

;eachers wish to retain in the form of photographs;

aidin

students to understand principles which can be

easii;

demonstrated through photography, and developing

citizenship

on

the part of students in this working

ecoertence (18, p.471-3).
In many cases the school will have no courses
in photography or camera clubs from which to draw talent

to produce needed

school materials.

In these cases the

coordinator should encourage photography hobbiests on
the instructional staff or in the community to aid in

production.

Additional help can be obtained from pro-

fessional photographers, schools and universities, and
commercial companies.
The financing of tnese productions can come out
of

the regular audio-visual educational allotment from

money raised by parent groups, student body funds, athletic
funds, industrial contributions,

a

general school fund or

other sources, depending on the aids, subject matter and

their future uses.

Unfortunately the money often comes

from the teacher's own pocket when there is no other
source.
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Brown determined that the cost of preparing

movies is often prohibitive to many schools and teachers.
At Blair Junior High School in Norfolk, Virginia, the

students financed their own production and earned back
their investment.

After

a

small contribution from the

school the remainder of the money was raised by selling

stock to the students of the three classes engaged in

Stock sold for twenty-five cents

production.

Two films were produced by this method.

a

share.

The first dealt

with housing problems and the second with school clubs.
The film was shown to several groups and admission charged.
(2,

p.144-6).

This project was carried on in 1941;

sinee the price of photographic supplies has gone up,
it

.vou1d be

necessary to raise the cost of the stock

in any similar venture today.

The cameras used in production of these aids

should be owned by every school and be available to all
teachers.

They are just as necessary

a

piece of equip-

ment as balances, flutes, vaulting poles or kiins; yet

most schools do not own

such equipment.

often results from superintendents,

This condition

school boards, and

trustees who still think of cameras as personal equipment.
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It

is possible

camera as

a

that these persons do not consider the

true educative device, since it has for so

long been in the realm of recreation. (16,p.3l8.-9).
In the National

tIan 48th Yearbook
ment for

a

ociety for the Study of Educe-

the following minimum camera equip-

high school waa listed:
One 4x5 or 3*x4* press camera with

1.

flash equipment.
2.

One 35mm camera.

3.

One camera tripod.

4.

One photoelectric light meter.

5. A

microfilm camera used to preserve

important school records and that
can be adapted in production of

filmstrips.
6.

Two or more photoflood reflectors.

7.

A photo3raphic darkroom including

enlarger, tanks, trays, photographic
chemicals and other needed equipment.
(20,p231).

While these standards may seem rather high, the equipment
can be secured over

a

period of years.

Starting with the

more versatile pieces, such as the press camera and darkroom,
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the remainder of the program can be built as needed.

The cost of this photographic equipment is not great
as compared with that

of such

common school articles as

band instruments and uniforms for the football team.
If the school is to produce good material

it

must be willing to supply an adequate amount of money
to make materials of superior quality.
of the costs,

In the analysis

the aids should be justified

in terms of

benefits they contribute to the school or community.
Likewise high quality material can be made only by

a

staff

that has attained skill through trainiiig and experience.

High quality

movies.

especially important

in

school made

3ince they will lack in dramatic appeal,

must maintain
(

is

a

they

high standard of technical quality.

20 , p. 226)

Another criticism leveled at school production,

especially pointed at motion pictures, has been stated by
McKowi

and Roberts:

"The process of production is very interesting, undoubtedly the students learn
many worthwhile things in producing
such films. Naturally the filin will
he of great interest to the group
sponsoring it and others acquainted with
this group, but it will very likely
be of little value to classes four and
Also trie production
five years hence.
Generally speaking, for
is expensive.
every 400 foot reel of school produced
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film, one can buy two or more of the
best calssroctn films which are superior
the standpoint of both photography
fr
In view of past exand continuity.
periences it would seem advisable for
the school oroducing its own films to
secure the services of an expert
photographer. The additional expense
would be more than justified on the
basis of film saved and quality of the
resulting product." (l9,p.l63)
ihile it is

true that much school material lacks

in photographic quality it makes up for this fault with
its ctmnunity relationship

values that are difficult to
Also, motion

secure in commercially prepared material.

pictures are the hardest form of ohotographic teaching
aid to produce.

If'

it

lacks trained personnel, the

school could concentrate on still materials.
Edgar Dale, another audio-visual aid expert,
cites

a

different picture for the future of school made

teaching aids.
pictures.

Once again the emphasis is on motion

The characteristics

of'

school made materials

in his estimation are:
1,

Their small distribution tends to
make them pointed towards

a

small

group, thereby increasing their

effectiveness.
2.

They are tailor-made to fit

a

par-

ticular condition or school problem.
.

Schools can experiment on new topics
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and treatments that commercial com-

panies may feel there is no market in.
4.

Gchools may be able to have more
this material if an

indedng

and

ot
re-

porting system is worked out so that
all schools can find out what is beIng produced.

This could be done by

the NEA, H. W. Wilson, Association

of

3chool Film Libraries, or collection
of information by colleges and film

libraries. (14,p.32).
3lides
One of the more detailed investigations

on the

preparation of slides for classroom use was made by Amo

DeBernardis in 1939.

In this paper he discusses the

preparation of slides for use in general shop to illustrate various projects.

These slides have proved

val-

uable in the management of large industrial arts shops

with students engaged in different projects.

The pupils

are not only not all working on the same projects,

but

they also vary greatly in the amount of experience they

have had before entering the industrial arts shop.

Dif-

ferences likewise are found in their innate abilities,

interests, and many other aspects

makeup.

their personal

of

The teacher must be able to find methods, pro-

cedures, or devi ces that will enable him to provide

individual instruction.

The construction of slides will

help him do this (5,p.4).
The slides that DeBernardis constructed for his
classes were

a

series of step by step illustrations of

different shop projects.
of

the project;

These slides gave an overview

let the student have an idea of the

amount of work that was required in the project before

startn

it;

presented the sequential order required

to complete the job, and started the pupil on the job.
The slides viere used by the teacher for presertation and

review, and by the students for self instruction.
classes it has been found that these slides help

In
pre-

selecting projects too difficult for

vent pupils fr

them (5,p.4,5).
In teacher saved time the slides show great

value.

For example,

it took six hours

of teacher time

tin boat.

Through use of

to demonstrate how to make

a

slides the time was cut to ten minutes.
is

that absentees no longer require

It was

bund

a

Another savinr

redemonstration.

that slow pupils and poor readers benefited

from this type

of

project presentation.

(5,p.27-28).
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Vlhen makinr

these slides it should be remembered

that they should not present everything involved in the
"The pictures should give the pupils an insight

project.

into the problem and let them work out the detsils tor

themselves." (5,p.29)
In preparing

a

shooting script for

a

slide set

such as this, keep in mind the following questions:
1.

"What do I want to show?"

2.

"How can this be done by photography?"

3.

"ßpecifically what photographs do
need to make

4.

":here am

I

a

well-rounded

I

jobf

likely to find my subjects?"

(5,40-1
The slides were seldom used for group demon-

stratton unless the group selecting
large.

a

project was quite

The students were allowed to use the slides

whenever they wished to consult them.

this type of instruction,
be made available.

and

The pupils liked

requested tiiat more slides

Faster students gave theIr approval

since they viere not held back waiting for others to

catch up.

(5,p.54).

In summarizing the value ol this type

of

teach-

ing material Del3ernardis listed these main points:

1.
2.
3.

"It aids the techer in reviewing
the steos in a nroject.
It gives the teacher time for indiv-

idual instruction.
It outs more res'oneibility on the
DuDI1 for olanning his own work.
It helos the ouil see the stes ir.
the project before he attemts the
lDroj ect.

5.
6.

7.

It helne the techer oresent a large
variety of orojecte at the scne tirne.
It allows for individui differences.
It saves teachers' tirrie in redemon-

etrtion.

"

(5,n.55-6)

While these aids were orepared for a shop eises, similar
apolicttion and results could uossibly be obtained in
other cour',es.

Teacher made slides sre found in the instructional

orograms of

s

large number of courses.

trip

The

snd tenchers' vestions hsve received imnortnt coverge
in school nrensred

California, who

elides.

ws

oid mining

slide field trin.

Sscrmento,

unable to teke his class on a trip

of the surrounding area to

history of

A teacher in

illustrate its place in the

solvd

his oroblems through a

He and a small grouo of students

soent one Ssturday making oletures in the sre
clRs

had olanned

to cover on the field trio.

the slides were processed the entire class

we

that the

After
able to

tPke the trin without hsving to unset the school routine.

(17,286-7)
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Ray and Richards used

a

trip through the United

hic slides illustratinrr töpics

States to gather photogr

they wished to use in stimulating interest in mathematics.
Sorne

of the pictures they made

tere

of the Bahia

Temple

to illustrate cureves and angles; the paraboas at Hoover
darn;

mathematics on an

ttLt

platform; and

a

picture of

an automobile accident to interest students in problems

insurance, and the cost

of speed,

and property on the highways.

of

destruction of life

(24,p.6-19)

A program of much wider scope than either

of

these two was developed in Racine, .Visconsin, by Russell.

From surveys conducted of those children educated in
Racine schools it was found that three out of four
them will live there after completion of their educational program.

The school, local industries, and the Chamber

of Commerce recopi-iized the need for developing citizens

who were better informed shout their city.
need

a

five year program was developed to produce sets

of slides

on the different

practiced

in Racine.

occupations as they were

These slides were planned through

joint cooperation of the school,

sional

From this

organizations.

industries, and profes-

The financing was all done by the

industries or professions beirp pictured.

(33,p.1BO-1)
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During the first year, office work at the Johnson iax Company, printing in the Withman Publishing

Company, and machine shop work at the J. I. Case
pariy

were developed into slide sets.

corn-

Future proc]uc-

electrical

tions will includo industrial chemistry,

trades, foundry trades, machine trades,

bking

and

finance, farm implements, public utilities, auto supply,
woodworking, clothing, personal services, store occu(retail and wholesale), auto service, building

pations

trades, salesmanship and advertising, real estate and

insurance, and seven of the professions.

The completed

slides will be made available to public and parochial
schools.

(33,p.163)

In coaching it is possible for still

or motion

pictures to he prepared showing and athlete's performance.

The pictures may be used

s

the athlete's performance.

pictures, from universities

s

a

clinical device to improve

The coach
or

cn

often obtain

sports magazines, which

can be made into slides showing step by step sequences
of

an

outstanding athlete's performance.

Scholastic

Coach will loan negatives of these sequences to coaches
so they can have slides printed from them.

(l2,p.36)
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Teacher made slides may also be prepared from
photograohsic copying
such as

a

f

Topics

other visual material.

year's review of the news from newspaper head-

lines, portraits of historical fugures, pictures of old

magazines, old pictures showinF the community's history,
and maps for future blackboard

prepared
(

frm

tracing are all easily

material that is already avai1aI.

9, p. 363)

The presentation
ted to projection.

of

slides to

a

class is not 11ml-

Slides may be shown by illuminated

display cases, individual slide viewers, or table slide
viewers.
Motion Pictures
The most used photographic teaching aids in
our

schools are motion pictures.

It

is

then quite nat-

ural for schools considering production to turn to the

movie as

their

medium.

As early as 1938 a

survey indica-

ted that more than two hundred schools had produced

three hundred and seventy four motion pictures.

In

recognition of these schools' production the American

museum of Natural History has held contests for school
made films, awarding "Oscars" to the winners.

This has

been an attempt to improve the quality and quantity of
these teaching aids.

(16,p.236).
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In some cases teachers have used the

producing

film as

a

for

in

on
a

movie on the tobacco industry.

of these same
ed

One such effort was car-

geography class where pupils wrote

a

of

stimulus to learning without ever

a

producing the actual picture.
ried

idea

a

(21,p.79).

scenario
Saine

carry over results would lidely be obtain-

in an actual

production.

The teacher conducting the project found that his

pupils devL aped an understanding of the history

tobacco industry.
pupils.

the

Group work was encouraged among the

1'ion-college

do research.

of

caliber pupils were motivated to

The rudiments of motion picture makin

were learned.

They were still able to cover the same

amount of material in the same time as with the traditional methods.

The pupils realized that there was

still much to learn.
words

only

pictures

Habits

iere broken.

was

developed.

of

thinking in terms of

Critical evaluation of motion

Finally, pupils discovered

how

to present ideas to people in terms other than words.
21, p. 98)

In producing school movies five basic criteria

were given for motion picture production.
1.

"Limit material to ten to fifteen
minutes screen for average subject
ma t ter.
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Limit production time to one month;
although three weeks is tne best
for all "in class" produced films.
3. Allow above average students opportunities not fouua i u.uaJ. work.
4. Allow free time on schedule for any
teacber doing this type of
5. Make sure that those students directly
engaged in making the film do not have
other obligations that would prevent
them from giving their full time.t?
(2,p.l47).
2.

wo.

Howie reported
civics class produced

These resu1s

project in which

a
a

a

high scìooJ.

movie on the Deleware 3tate Police.

iere noted:
1.

High school students can produce
a satisfactory documentary motion
p i C t u re.

2. The average

high school with

a

um-

ited budget and teachers who are
not professional photographers
working with a non-selected group
of high achooi. senioLs can guide
to a satisfactory conclusion a project of this type.
3. Making a motion picture was a worthwhile aid as stion by satisfactory
subject matter test results, changes
in attitudes, personality ad justments, and development of proficiency
4.

in certain manual skills.
In the strictly trauiLiunal school

there are certain limitations that
would makù a project of tuis ype
practically impossible. (13,p.44)
If a teacher wishes to construct his

pictures, or wIth certain modifications,

own motion

any type of photo-

graphic teaching material, certain steps must be considered.

The educational theory behind the production must be
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well developed.

A study should be made of what is al-

ready available from commercial sources in the areas in

which you plan production, and of

:ihat

your film would

contribute to material that is already available.
nect step is the selection of

a

specific subject,

The
a

scenario is now written, needed equipment obtained, and
the pictures made.

The film must now be edited and the

finished product evaluated in the licrht

original goals.

of

(3,p. 67).

General Discussion of OEther Troes
of

Photographic Aids

the exception of flat pictures, little has

been done in the schools to prepare photographic teaching
aids in forms other than those discussed.
and stereographs present
or use.

In order

3trips she

for

a

certin problems

in production

teacher to prepare her own film-

must plan the

entire lesson to

the strip, then shoot the material with
in the exact

Filmstrips

a

be oresented in
35mm camera

order to be presented, and be sure that

no errors in sequence or photographic technique were

made.

Very limited splicinr is possible on filmstrip

to correct misplace frame

or

correctly exposed picture.
a

filmstrip involve the use

remove

a

fuzzy

or

in-

Other methods of preparin,
of a

commercial printer of
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the tyie used to print mDtion Dictures or photographi-

cally copying selected positives

In many cases this re-

film in the order to be used.

qires more efort

and

negatives on 35rmn

or

expense than the production is

worth.
In the production of stereographs, present

equipment

is also limited

by techrdcal difficulties.

stalon-

It is possible to make sterographic

views

ary material with any camera, but

spectal and rather

a

expensive camera is required for pictures

of

cf

moving

Attachments are obtainable that will convert

objects.

most small still cameras into

a

so-called stereo camera,

but again these, like the more expensive stereographic
camera, permit the gaining of

material within

a

a

stereo effect only with

rather close range to the lens.

In

spite of the fact that the finished stereographs present
a

more lifelike vie:i of scenes than other photographic

aids, their use in the classroom is somewhat restricted

due to viewin- difficulties

of present

stereo processes.

Either the pictures are placed in an individual viewer
and passed
is used

frn

pupil to pupil, or

a

stereo projector

and each pupil is equipped with special polaroid

viewing glasses.

It

is

possible that future developments

will solve

sorne

of the present

difficulties and make

possible the use of stereo that is in true proportion
to its actual importance.

Stoop states that opportunities for production
need not be limited to material r:ade by the camera.

It

is possible for pupils with no photographic training to

create, through photography, usefu, interesting pictures.

An art or science class can make

a

patterns using Kodak Velite paper.
handled in

a

study of nature's
This paper can be

dimly lighted room during the time neces-

sary to make arrangements and develop the Image.

Ex-

posure is by ordinary incandescent illumination.

Pat-

terns of leaves, lace, water drops, iron filings

in a

magnetIc field, and similar material can create
iety of interesting images.

These photograms

a

var-

can he

made by students in both elementary and secondary schools.
(27,p.lO]).

X-ray equipment available in some schools

increases the possibilities of pictures without

a

camera.

In English and history courses In some schools

ìnicrofilmlng of books, records, and periodicals has

been done.

slides of

In others, teachers have produced color

hnes

of famous

authors, views that relate

to or inspire literary work; and some teachers use
a

selected number of slides that form

a

story skeleton
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and have the students write

sequence.

script to fit the slide

a

(15,p.168).

At the Bronx High 3chDol

of

3cience still another

3everal halftone por-

use was found for flat pictures.

traits of famous scientists were photographically copied
and then printed on

a

translucent celluloid material.

The finished prints were mounted on the classroom windov,
panes of the saine size, and

protective sheet of glass

a

This proved

placed over the pictures.

a

more attention-

getting method of display than the usual bulletin board.
(29,p.758-O)
Engle suggests another technique that may be

employed in

a

graphic record was made of
path in

a

To study locus,

mathematics class.
a

point of light tracing

camera's shutter open, and using

a

light was attached to the rim of
in

a

a

flashlight for the

The same technique was

(9,p.5O6)

plied to the study of the cycliod.

thewheel rolled

photo-

This was done by leaving the

darkened room.

point of light.

a

a

ap-

In this case the

bicycle wheel, and

path parallel to the camera lens.

with more work, the hypocycloid and epicycloid may also
be illustrated.
to the hands

(8,p.507).

of a worker

Il'

the light is attached

performing some operation, the
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worker1s efficiency can be ecamined.

The paths of stars

and moon can be clearly seen in a photograph taken by

leaving the shuLter open for an hour

or

more on

a

clear

evening with the cariera pointed at the sky.
Manitowac,
the hands

of

iisconsin, has found the camera in

the teacher an effective supervisory

in-service training aid.

or

The teachers were encouraged

to use the school's camera to record classroom activities

and

projects.

The teachers and administrators found

that this practice gave an opportunity to study phases
of activities not possible during class

time.

The pic-

tures showed possible avenues of curricular improvement,
and sorne of them were used in the school public relations

program.

All pictures were available to other

who used them to gain new instructional ideas.

teachers
All

con-

cerned felt that the project made them more school conscience.

(14,p.52).

While summer camps are not usually considered
part of the regular public school program, photoíraphic

records have been found valuable in camp education for

orientation, appreciation, and presentinr' significant

progress opportunities.

These aids have been prepared

in many camps as flat pictures,

tures.

(28,p.114-5)

slIdes, and motIon

pic-
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When the photographic teaching aid regardless
of

its type

or

prospective use is finished it should be

able to stand the same test of educMtional and photographic quality as commercially made materials.

The following

eight points are those wrich deserve particular attention:
1.

Is

trie

picturets general photographic

appearance ecel1ent?
2.

Is the picture free

from blemishes,

such as dust scratches, stains and
blurs?
3.

Is

the picture realistic, authentic,

and up-to-date?
4.

Is

the pitture relevant to the topic

being studied?
5.

Is the picture simple in composition

and easily interpreted?

appropriate for the grade level?

6.

Is

7.

Is the

B.

Is the picture true in size,

it

picture artistic and interesting?

it contain some

or

does

familiar object by

which pupils can judge relative size?
(30, p.86)
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III

CHAPTER

PRESENT STATUS OF PRODUCTI

CF PHOTOGRAPHIC

TEACHING AIDS IN OREGON'S SECGNDARY SCHOOLS

The Questionnaire
The questionnaire was constructed to diecover
four groups of information about the school curriculum
and equipment that has relationship to the production
of photographic teaching aids.
1.

The groups are:

School photographic equipment and facilities, including cameras, darkrooms,

camera clubs, and photographic courses.
2.

School projection

3. Groups

that are prodcing teaching aids

within the schools, and groups that
are recommended to produce teaching aids.
4.

Descriptions

of

photographic teaching

aids produced in Oregon high schools.

The questionnaire was designed to facilitaLe

rapid and accurate answers.

If a school hea done nothing

in tnis area the respondent needed

only to fill in

answers to several key questions.
In each selected

school the questionnaire went to

the audio-visual coordinator.

In forty-eight cases it

was possible to secure the name of the person responsible
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for that school's audio-visual education program.

questionnaires sent to persons had

a

The

slightly higher

percentage of returns than those sent to the general
title audio-visual coordinator.
One hundred and

sent out were returned.

one

of the 161 questionnaires

In order to make further de-

tailed study possible the returns were broken down into
the various sizes of schools that reported.

The criteria

used were school size based on the number of teachers

employed in the school.

Table

The results are summarized in

I.

TABLE

I

DISTRI9tYTICN OF QITh3TIONNAIRE RETURNS
ACCORDING TO SCHOOL

School size by
number of teachers

Schools sent
questIonnaire

SIZE

Schools
reporting

Percentage
returns

3.-7

40

25

62.5

8-15

55

40

72.7

16-24

28

17

60.7

25-50

25

11

44.0

over 50

13

8

61.2

161

101

62.7

Total

44

TABLE II

TIlE

DISTRIBUTI ON AND RETURN OF THE QUESTI ONNAIE BY COUNTIES

O
2

i

Baker
Benton

4
8
5

Ciackarnas

Clatsop
Columbia

4
3
3
4

5
6
i

Coos

Crook
Curry
Deschutes
Douglas
Gilliam*
Harney
Hood River
Jackson
Jefferson
Josephine
Kiamath
Lake
Lane
Lincoln
Linn
Malheur
Marion
Morrow
Multnomah
Polk
1herman*
Tillamook
Umatilla
Union
Wallowa
Wasco
Washington
Wheeler*
Yamhill

i
2
1
8

2
3

12
O
i
3

O
1

9

4

2
2
2
1

8
i

1
2
1
O
9
2
5
2
5
i

15

11

4
O
4
6
4
3
i

2

2

16
4
8
4

O

O
2
4
2
3
i
5
O

7

6

161

101

6

Totals

a

Number returned

Number sent

Name of County

*Counties not having school of
for inclusion into this study.

a

size meeting criter-
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When the picture given by returns acc3rding to
school size is examined in Table
slight accent upon

schools

teachers; there was

a

I

there appears to be

having eight to fifteen

lower than average return from

schools employing tventy-five to fifty teachers.

TIiS

might produce slight changos in the results from the
true average.

It is not, however

will greatly affect gaining

a

believed that

this

generalized picture of

photographic teaching aid production in Oregon

high

This distribution, according to school size,

schools.

corresponds closely to that found in

high school picture.

tlae

total Oregon

Results in Table II show that the

geographical picture created by the returns is similar
to the distribution of the

high

schools in the state.

Before the questionnaire was distributed to all
schools,

a

trial form was sent to four selected audio-

visual coordinators to discover any defects and obtain

returned

criticisms.

When the trial questionnaIres

it was found

that certain changes were needed before

general distribution was made.

The data will be presented

in terms of frequency or percentage; and

both will be used.

'vere

in several cases

3chool Groups Engaging in Production
Of Photographic Teaching Aids

This section of data from the questionnaire gives
a

picture of production of photographic teaching aids

in Oregon.

It should be remembered

ratings of what they are doing;

that these are school

and they are subjective.

The most accurate response being in the
In many cases

tnever?

column.

the teachers who feel the need of

additional teaching aids have prepared the material
themselves.

Table III shcws that the activities of

the teachers in producing photographic aids have been

limited, since in 69.3 percent of the schools the teachers
have never made photographic teaching aids.
3.9 percent

of'

In only

the schools do the teachers have

a

regular

program for preparing this type of teaching material.
Student-teacher groups and the audio-visual coordinator
have created educational photographs in about one fifth
of the

schods.

The profe3sional photographers and

tI

administratIon are least engaged in these production
activities; 92 percent of the schools reporting checked
these groupsin the

tnevert

coluirni.

In the schools with from three to seven teachers,

photographic teaching materials are prepared by the ad-

ministration or by individual teachers.

As the schools
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TABLE III
SCHOOL GROUPS ENGAGING IN PRODUC±IO1T
OF PHOTOGRAPHIC TEACHING AIDS

Group
preparing

School
siee

Regular
program

Occasionally

Seldom

Never

iNumbers below indTate percentages)
3-7

16,0

Teachers
Pupils
A-V Coordinator
Professional
Administration

4.0

-

12.0

Teachers
Pupils
A-V Coordinator
Professional
Administration

5.0

15.0

Teachers
Pupils
A-V Coordinator
Professional
Administration

-

11,7
23.5
5.3

Teachers
Pupils
A-V Coordinator
Professional
Administration

9.1

18.1
9.1
27,2

-

-

-

8.0
-

80.0
100.0
92.0
100.0
88,0

-

8-15
-

2.5
-

7.5

10,0
5.0
5.0

15.0
10.0
2.5
5.0
-

70.0
80.0
87.5
87.5
88,0

16-24

-

17.6
11.7
11.7
-

70.5
64.7
82.6
100.0
100.0

25-50
-

27.2
18.1
18.1
-

9.1

-

-

9,1

9.1

Teachers
Pupils
A-V Coordinator
Professional
Administration

-

25.0
37.5
37.5
12.5

12.5

Teachers
Pupils
A-V Coordinator
Professional
Administration

3.9

15.8
10.8
12.8
2.9
5.9

45.4
71,7
54.5
90,9
81.3

Over 50

-

-

-

62.5
62.5
62.5
87.5
100.0

Total

9
-

1.9
-

11.8
7.9
4.9
1.9
1.9

69.3
80.1
82.].

92.0
92.0

increase in size the teacher-student groups and the audio-

visual coordinator play

a

moro important role.

In the

fifty teacher and over classification the contributions
of all groups are about equal.

five to fifty teacher schools,

I'levertheless, the twentyon the

average, engage

in more production than those in any other group.

The

smaller high schools ranked lowest in frequency of

production activities.
In the twenty-five to fifty teacher high schools,

Table III shows that 9.1 percent of the teachers carry
on this activity as

a

regular program.

In 18.1 percent

of the schools they prepared photographic

teaching aids

occasionally, and in only 45.4 percent of the schools of
this size reporting did teachers fail to participate
in producing this type of teachIng aid.

Teachers have played the major role in the development of photographic teaching aids in Oregon high
schools.

They have made these aids as individuals or

produced them through direction of pupil groups.

The

audio-visual coordinator's infrequent participation
in production activities may be caused by two factors.

First, that the scnool has allowed him no time for such

activities, or second the large number of schools having
no person with this specific job who is not already
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overloaded with adriinistrative work.
only

a

Other groups play

very minor role in production.

TABLE IV

AUDIO-VISUAL COORDINAÏOHS OPINION OF GROUPS THAT SHOULD
PRODUCE PHOTOGRAPHIC TEACHING AIDS
Production group

Percentage of respondents
rating group worth money
and effort

Teachers
Pupils directed by teachers
Audio-Visual coordinator
School directed professional photographer
Administration

18.9
16.4
12.9
4.9
1.9

The results in Table IV correspond closely

in

their

rank order with similar data of present practices a8 indicated in Table III.

This may indicate that the schools

that have engaged in production activities feel that the

present personnel arrangements are satisfactory.

This

illustrates that teachers are not only producing aida
in more schools than is any other group, but that they

are thought to be the best persons to do the job.

Of'

almost equal rank are pupil groups directed by teachers.

Photographic Equipment Available in the School

Responses

to a request to list the photographic

equipment owned by the school indicated slightly higher
averages

01

projection equipment than found in several

other studies that touched on this category.

The reason
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for these higher averages is that third class districts

study,
and small union high schools were excluded from this
wrille

they were included in other studies.

These small

schools were excluded because it was thought that the

photographic teaching aid production activities in them
would be, in most cases, so slignt that the expense of

sending them the questionnaire would not be justified.

Projection equipment.

In

order to summarize the

amount of equipment available in each school to utilize
the various audio-visual materials,
used.

The number

of

fraction will be

a

projectors showing that specific

type of material will ge given as the numerator.
of schools

The

having that type

dencinator

is tile number

projector.

This data presented in Table V shows only

the number of projectors that will show
In many cases
of material,

a

tkie

given material.

projector will show more than one typo

such as two by two slides and filmstrips.

When choosing the type
duce,

a

of aid

a

school is to

pro-

projection facilities readily available must

be considered;

otherwise effective use of projected mater-

ials will be difficult.

From the data in Table V it would

appear that motion pictures would be the most practical aid

to produce because of the availability of projectors,
but certain production limitations must be met in this aid.

TABLE V

SCHOOL PROJ.CTIOI4 EQUIPLNT
School size by
number of teachers
flumber of schools

1-7

8-15

25

40

16-24
17

25-50
11

Over 50

Total

8

3.01

Percentage
achools owning equipment

Present eguipment:

16mm motion picture
Tvo by two slides
3* by 4 slides
Filmstrips
Opaque
Slide Viewer
Other types

24/24
10/8
5/5
15/13
3/3
-

1/1

-

145/100
82/58
40/32
99/74
44/42
23/16
18/16

99.1
57.4
31.6
73.2
40.5
15.3
15.8

5/5

3/2
1/1

14/13
5/5

12.8

-

-

-

13/12
9/8
2/2
1/1

0.0
11.9

42/40
26/23
8/7
31/29
16/16
13/10
6/6

27/17
13/12
9/7
18/15
10/10
5/3
4/4

23/11
13/8
10/8
17/lO
7/7
1/1
7/5

3/3
2/2

3/3

29/8
20/7
8/5

18/7
8/6
4/2

Purchase planned:
16mm motion picture
Two by two slides
3* by 4 slides
Filmstrips
Opaque
Slide Viewer
Other types

-

1/1
-

3/3
2/2
-

1/1

-

3./i

-

-

4/3
3/2

2/2
1/1

2/2

4/4
1/1

1/].
-

-

1/].
-

-

-

4.9

8.9
1.9

01

H
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Filmstrips and two by two slides for wnich 73.2 and 52.4
percent of

trie

schools, respectively, have projection

facilities would be the most effective from the producFlat pictures that the school might make

tion viewpoint.

could be shown by opaque projection in 40.5 percent of
the high schools.

The 3*x4 slides could be eftectively

utilized by only 39.6 percent of Oregon secondary schools.

Table slide viewers wnich make possible the examination
of

slides, and in some cases filmstrips, by individuals

or small groups

of pupils were available in only 10.8

percent of the schools.
There is distinctly less projection equipment
in the three to seven teacher high schools than in the

remainder of the schools.

3x4

An exception to tris is the

slide projectors available in eight to fifteen

teacher high schools.
It

is significant that there

i

a

marked inciese

in the number of motion picture, slide and fi1mstrip pro-

sectors that a school owns as the size of the school in-

creases.

At the same time, the supply of

3x4

slides

and opaque projectors does not increase greatly with the

size of the school.
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While

Camera equipment available in the school.

projectors

the

available in tiae schools are an important

determiner of what

types

of aids can be

produced, the

available camera equipment is oven moro important.

TABLE VI

NULEH

CARAS

OF SCHOOL OWNED

School size by
number of teachers

Schools
having
cameras

Camera types

:
:
:

Movie

Press

35mm

Misc.

3-7

24.0%

2

-

1

2

8-15

30.0%

3

5

2

3

16-24

35.3%

1

4

1

3

25-50

8l.C%

2

4

1

3

Over 50

87.5%

4

7

3.

2

Total

39.6%

12

20

7

il

press type
most cases to take pictures for the school

Schools have tended to purchase the
camera in

annual, newspaper, or

other school publicationa.

The

versatility of this would, however, make possible its
adaptation to

a

variety of jobs, ranging from pictures

for publication, to the preparation of
of

a

large variety

photographic teaching aids, and some types of
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photocopying.

Motion picture cameras, in most cases,

were purchased for use by the athletic department for

The most useful camere in teach-

making movies of games.

ing aid production, the 35mm still camera, is found

Table VI indicates that only

in the fewest schools.

seven schools owned cameras

ol'

The most

these types.

popular press camera was the 4c5 Speed Graphic according to questionnaire data.

Preference for

a

particular

make of camera in other types was not as sharply defined
as with press cameras.

TABLE VII
PERSONS WHO MAY USE THE SCHOOL CAWERAS

Groups

Audio-visual coordtnator
Faculty
Non-teaching staff
Pupils

Percent of schools
in which group may
use cameras
37 5
92 5

7.5
67.5

Table VII snows that teachers may use the camera
in 92.5 percent of the forty schools owning cameras.

Ex-

ceptions are in one case the school camera club purchases
the camera for members' use, and in the other schools only
the audio-visual coordinator may use the equipment.
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A relationship is seen here between the data

presented on who prepares teaching aids and who is

mitted to use school cameras.

per-

Teachers and pupils place

first and second in both Tables III, IV and VII.

In

several schools only one or two pupils were permitted
to use the camera during each school year.

Teachers in

some schools were likewise limited.

Vacation trips often make possible the preparing
of photographic teaching aids by teachers

distant regions.

travellirg in

Ninety percent of the schools allow

members of the faculty to use institutional cameras
throughout the school year.
TABLE VIII

FACULTY O1NED CA1iERA
SiooJ. si
by
number of teachers

EQUIPNÏ
Movie

USED IN MAKING TEACHING AIDS
Press

35mm. Miscellaneous

3-7

-

-

2

-

B-15

3

-

6

2

16-24

-

1

2

-

25-50

-

3.

8

2

Over5O

-

-

3

1

Total

3

2

2].

5

The popularity of two by two slides made with 35tmn
cameras may have influenced the popularity of this type
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of camera as indicated in Table VII.

It should be

re-

membered that these are only cameras used in production
of photographic

teaching aids, not the total number of

cameras that Oregon teachers

This latter figure

ovin.

would be snewhat greater.
The addition of new camera equipment by the school
is planned

in only 10.9 percent of schools reporting.

Of these purchases, four are cameras

one 16mm movie camera,

of the

one 35mm still camera, and four

classified as miscellaneous still cameras.
of

press type,

The majority

these miscellaneous still cameras listed here and in

other parts of the study are of the twin lens reflex type.

These cameras have several factors that make them desirable for school use that were revealed in comments on

questionnaires and in interviews.
1.

They can furnish relatively high quality
black and white glossy enlargements of
a

size suitable for publications or use

as flat pictures.

The film costs remain

low.
2.

Color slides can be made with them fDr
use in either the projectors for 3-x4

slides; or if

a

special adapter is used

in the camera, two by two color slides

can be made.
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3.

Their ease of operation and the oppor-

tunity of seeing the picture, while taking
it,

on ground glass have made it popular,

especially in recent years.
It would appear, from the data, that any photo-

graphic production program in Oregon secondary schools
today must be based on aids that can be prepared through
use of

a

press camera.

be flat pictures.

For the most part, these would

ihe movie cameras available might

servo as the center for further development of production
in sane schools.

slides with

a

If the teacher wishes to prepare color

35mm camera, she must furnish the camera

herself in most schools.
Other school owned photographic equipment.

A

photographic darkroom is available in 57.4 percent of the

secondary schools in Oregon.

'ihere

is a

definite increase

in the frequency of school darkrooms with the increase

in size of the school.

In schools with sixteen or more

teachers, 88.8 percent have these photographic facilities.

Fifty-five percent of the schools with eight to fifteen
teachers have darkrooms, and In three to seven teacher

high schools only 16.0 percent have darkrooms.
It

should be considered that many of the facIlities

classified as photographic darkrooms may contain little or
no photographic equipment.

A photographic enlarger is

essential in producing flat photographs large enough
for an entire class to see at one time.

An enlarger is

available in 63.9 percent of the school darkrooms.

In most

the larger schools more than one enlarger is owned.

of

The lowest percentage of enlargers per darkroom was

59.6 percent; found in those schools employing from
eight to fifteen teachers.

The average for all schools

was 75.0 percent.

Other equipment that would be useful in

a

photo-

graphic darkroom, besides the usual tanks, trays and
similar articles, "rould be

a

These

contact printer.

are found in 63.7 percent of the school darkrooms, and
tire

most frequently found in the smaller schools.

Running

water was available in 74.1 percent of the darkrooms,

a

facility which, while not absolutely essential, is of
considerable convenience.
Besides this equipment, five schools own print
dryers, two have copy machines, and one is equipped

with
a

a

"jumbo" printer.

While seldom used in

a

darkroom,

movie film splicer is very important in any motion

picture production, and is possessed

by 53.5 percent

of the schools.

Of the three most

important darkroom items

(en-

largers, contact printers, and running water) very few
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schools do not have at least one such facility.
these darkrooms

Some of

lacking all of tLlese items may be dark-

seldom

rooms in name only, and

used duo to lack of interest

on the part of pupils, teachers,

and administration.

TABLE IX
GROUPS THAT MAY USE SCHOOL DAfflWOMS
Percent of schools
in which group may
use darkrooms

Gr oups

Audio-visual coordinator
Faculty
Non-teaching staff
Pupils

Table

IX

to pupil use, but

shows

that almost all

51 7

93.1
24.1
96.6

darkrooms are open

in several cases faculty

members are

barred from the facilities since darkrooms were obtained

by the school camera club for its use.
darkrooms

Since most

are open to teachers and pupils,

they

could

work togeher on some photographic teaching aids pro-

duction projects.

It is interesting to note that wnile

only 67.5 percent of the schools let pupils use school

cameras,

ali,

but 3.4 percent of the schools allow them

to use school darkrooms.

Table X illustrates the emphasis that is placed
on the photography program in Oregon secondary schools.

Most darkrooms were established to provide pictures for

school publications with the coupled feature of giving

pupils the opportunities of learning photography through
class and club activities.

In only

a

few cases is the

darkroom used to make teaching material.
TABLE X
USE OF PHOTOOAPHIC

Typo of use

DARIOO
Percentage of' schools
indicating type of use

Production of photographic
teaching aids
Hobby work
Instruction
Picture for publications

Photographic Tra1nin

15.5
55.1
5$.4
67.2

of School. Personnel

Of thoSe teachers in Oregon high schools reported
as preparing photographic teaching aids, only twenty-five

had received any formal training in photography in college
or elsewhere.

The majority of teachers had picked up

their Imowledge entirely tLirouh individual sLudy and
trial and error experimentation.

Students in 15.8 percent of the high schools
have the opportunity to receive instruction in pnotography
as

a

regular course in their program of study.

These

classes enroll about twenty students each semestei

per class.
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Clubs devoted to photographic

interests are found

in 37.5 percent of the schools and have an average of
twenty-five members per club. Sorne clubs are under the
direction of the audio-visual coordinator and divide

their time between the activities

of

a

camera and a

projection club.
school having teachers trained in photography,
and pupils that are in a photography course or camera
A

foundation of Lzalned pezsonnel Ou thich
to build a production program. In some schools these
individuals are oeing used to prepare pictures for
club wiLl have

a

school publications, or to film athletic contests. Vihile
these are important to the school, some ecpansion and
broadening ttie present program might be made in the

direction of photographic teaching aid production.

To

eliminate overworking these persons, however, more teactiers and pupils should te brought into the program.
The community can often supply trained aid to
school personnel interested in production iut who have
no faculty meiirner wita the experience to make brie ptiotographs. This community aid can corne from either professiona.L pnotographers or advanced amatuers. Many of

the advanced amateurs ca

be located through community

camera clubs; there were eight of these clubs according
to questionnaire data, and four had been brought into

the schods'

not

preparational programs.

These sources

only benefit the school by supplying educational

photographs, but improve the school's public relations
pr ogram.

Photographic Teaching Aids Produced
in Oregon '3econdary Tchools

The production of this type of teaching material
outside of Portland has been mostly on an incidental
basis.

Even in Portland, the program has not reached
The general

the level desired by those directing it.

areas in which most production has been done are science
and physical education.

In the latter, the major

empha-

sis has been on filming sports contests.

This area of the study was conducted in two parts.
First, the questionnaire method was used.

From this data

three schools were picked that had the most active

programs, and personal interviews were made with their

audio-visual directors.
and Portland.

These schools are: Salem, Albany,

The Department of Visual Instruction, in-

cluded in this survey at an earlier time, will also be

described in its relation to preparation

teaching aids for Oregon high schools.

of

photographic

Description

oÍ'
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their preperational programs will be presented separately.

Originally the plan was to have

a

complote descrip-

tion of the quantity of material produced.

Due to

a

generally low degree of correctly followed directions in
this section,

this descriptions impossible to formulate.

Therefore, Table XI lists the number of school3 indicating

preparation

of

each type of aid in the various subject

matter fields.
In comparing this data with the available cameras
it is easy to see that when the

predninate camera

press camera, most of the aids produced

uil

is a

be flat

the popularity of these pictures also increases

pictures:

their preparation.
The limited number of schools producing two by
two slides can possibly attributed to the small number
of schools

owning cameras that directly produce tnis

type of aid.
camera.

In most cases

trie

teacher must use her own

The several indirect methods by which two by

two slides

can be made will be discussed in chapter

five.
To facilitate the understanding of Table XI,
the subject matter areas in which the media has been used

will be listed under each type of aid.

Also, the second

column indicates the number of scnools that have prepared tnis type of aid.
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TABLE XI
KINDS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC TEACHING
AIDS PRODUCED
Aid and subject
matter

Two by two slides:
Agriculture
Fine arts
Biology
Commercial
Co-curricular
Drama

English
3*x4 slides:
Agriculture
Biology
Chemistry
Crafts
Commercial
Flat pictures:
Agriculture
Fine arts
Biology
Chemistry
Crafts
Commercial
Co-curricular
Driver training
English
General science
Geography

No.
schools

Aid and subject
matter

No.

schools

6
1
6
1
i
i
i

General science
Geography
Geometry
History
Music
Physical Education
Physics
Others

3
4
i
i
i

i
7
1
2

Drama
English
General science
Geography
Physics

i
i
2

2

i
1
3
i
i
i
i
i
i
1
i

Geometry
Health
History
Home economics
Industrial arts
Literature
I,'Iathematics
LIusic

Physical Education
Physics
Others

16mm silent motion pictures*
Vocational education
2
Co-curricular
Others
education
14
Physical
4
Physics

i
i
i

2
i

2
i
2
2
2
i
i
2
2
4
i

i
i

Filmstrips:
i
Industrial arts
i
Fine arts
i
Home economics
i
Drama
i
Physics
*Contains sorne films with sound on separate tape recording
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The 3*x4 slides have been produced by one of two

Either

techniques.

a

black and white

or

color trans-

parancey has been mounted between two glass plates,
similar to direct production of two by two slides, or
a

black and white negative has been printed on

tized glass slide plate.
a

a

sensi-

The latter method involves

considerable amount of darkroom work and therefore

has liaiited applications.

Some biology teachers have

found that photographs of various biological specimens
had more detail

in the

projected image when

a

2-i"

square color traiisparency was used and bound for use in
a

3*x4 projector.

This is the size made by most twin

lens reflex cameras.

Motion picture production in schools has been confined to only

dominate.

few areas, athletics being the most

a

All films produced have been 16mm silent.

The sound motion picture is quite expensive to make by

current methods unless the pictures and sound are recorded on two different media, such as using

recording with

a

regular sound movie.

a

tape

This type of

production has been done in Oregon sanools.
ing of

a

ruhe

market-

new tecnnique by wriich the sound is recorded

on a magnetic tape which is placed

on the film after pro-

cessing is still too new to make it possible to prod
what it will contribute to school production.

5..ct

Filmstrip production,due to its requirements for
time and the skill of producing a series of pictures with
no mistakes, in either continuity or technique, has not
gained the acceptance found by other production metnods.

(It is possible to correct a limited number of production errors in filmstrips by splicing them in the same
manner as movie

film.)

schools reported production of sì.ereographs.
The limitations on production of this aid have been
listed in chapter two. They, like 16mm Sound movies will
No

have to wait upon

future technological developments for

any increase in production.

schools, while indicating producion of teaching materials, gave no information concerning tne nature
Two

of the produced material.

content of the various teaching aid s is best
discussed by the subject matter areas that they were prepared lar. The greatest single block of material has
The

been made of motion

pictures

athletics contests, mainly
ranged from 150 feet for the
of

football, These films have
entire seasons' games to a 300 foot color
game

during the season.

movie of each

They have been produced as an

public relations device. In
most schools photographic teaciing aid production begins
and ends with this activity. Thirty two by two black
aid in coaching and as

a
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and white slides illustrutlnpz the "Oregon

Physca1 Fit-

ness Test" were made in one high school.
The area

of

biological science provides the next

largest group of school made educational pictures.
of

this work is done by teachers

Iost

interested in photogra-

phy and quite often at their own expense.

The topics

dealt with cover the broad field of plant and animal
life and natural history.

Some specific subjects photo-

graphed were local wildflowers, moth emerging from larne
cocoon, birds nests, desert scenes of Eastern Oregon and

Nevada, and
coast.

a

class field

trip to Bolier Bay,

on the

The latter slides were prepared to stimulate

student interest in field trips.

Some teachers have

photographed nature pictures appearing in national magazines on 35mm color film and this

gained more effectIve

class presentation of this material than was possible

with flat pictures.

In general science the only school

describing its material indicated it had made sets of
two by two color slides illustrating geology and minerals.

Each of these sets ccmprised eighteen slides.

In most cases the slides were in color and

on

two by

two slides.
In three schools photographic

aids for incor-

poration into the guidance, orientation, and public

LI]

relation programs have been created.
prepared

a

set of

One school has

twenty flat pictures for use in its
These pictures are taken to the

orientation program.

high school's feeder elementary schools by

group of

a

high school students, teachers, and counselors.

i'h

pictures illustrating Some of the activities and features
of

high school life are used in connection with talks

given by cne high scnool people.
school is aided by

relationship
subjects.

of

a

Guidance in another

set of slides illustrating the

various professions to high school

Among the smaller schools the most extensivo

photographic public relations program was carried on
at Myrtle Creek where

a

thousand foot color and black

and white motion picture was made picturing the activi-

ties in all the schools within the community.

While materiai nag been prepared in other subject
matter fields, descriptions were not given on the
turned questionnaires.

re-

The remainder of the aids were

made for random subjects and will be listed here as
group.

In agriculture the principal use

has been to picture student projects.

done primarily through slides.

or

a

photographs

This has been

These have served as

a

class record and for increasing the stimulation of
interest in self-iprovement of the puoils.

They have

been made by both students and tne teacners.

Sorne

of

this has also oeen accomplished by county extension agents.

Teacher trips have contributed 450 two
white and color slides to geograph
in one

of the

two black and

and history classes

smaller high schools in

teacher uses from twelve to thirty

'Dy

o'

0reg.

The

these in each

teaching set.
A traveling art exhibit was pt'iotographically

copied

on two by two color

slides and the pictures used

in the art classes to study different types

sitions and techniques.

of

compo-

In this way an exhibit available

only once was preserved for future classes to see.

industrial arts and crafts one set

of

In

black and white

slides was prepared showing leather lacing, and anotrier
shoviing orthrographic projection in color.

Financing Production Program
Schools outside the Instructional Materials De-

partment in the Portland schools have no special rund
ailoted for preparation of materials, except the regular

audio-visual materials budget.

money

is

For tne most part,

che

made available when the need arises and the

production is considered important enough.

An exception
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to this is the filming

of'

football games in several

The schoci budget was cited as the source

schools.

for photographic teaching aids production funds in fifteen

Sic schools listed teachers and student body

schools.

funds; and in four cases the money comes from private

out-of-school sources.

There is some duplication

schocis in this listing for

number

a

of'

instances pro-

of

duction funds came from several sources in the same
There were no records

school.

from in

a

few schools.

of where the funds

came

Financing is often the largest

obstacle to making education photographs in the schools.

Results of Interviews With

Audio-Visual Directors
After questionnaire returns had been tabulated and
studied, three cities were picked for personel visits
in

order to observe the actual production program in

operation.
of

They were picked

on the

basis of the types

program that was being carried on, its administra-

tion, and the practicality of visiting the school.
to travel limitations

it was

Due

necessary to limit the
The three selected

visits to VJillamette Valley schools.
were Albany, Portland and Salem.
The Albany program:

This is illustrative of the

type of program that can be developed when the audio-

visual director must handle hIs job on

a

part time basis.
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The school has bout 575 pupils and thirty teachers.

projection equipment to hsow all types of aids

It has

with the exception of opaque materiGis.
purchased

Victor, three lens turret, 16mm movie camera;

a

and in 1950
is

available to the director and faculty throughout the
Plans are under consideration to purchase

4x5 press type camera,

aids own

a

either

Speed Graphic

a

or

Burke

The faculty members preparing photographic

and James.

a

This equipment

Kodak 35 was purchased.

a

calender year.
a

1940 it

Tri

Ciroflex twin lens reflex;

Rolleicord, and

a

three Kodak 35s,

homemade 35mm filmstrip copying

machine.
The photographic aids that have been produced

cover

a

.uide

Frau the overall

variety of subjects.

school viewpoint the most important one
by two color slides illustrating

Albany schools.

a

is

a

set

of two-

day in the life of

This slide set illustrates the activi-

ties of the elementary,

junior high school and senIor

high school; the emphasis being on the guidance and

testing program.

This is shown to the older students

for orientation and to parents for public relations.

Another facet of the public relations program has been
the production of three motion pictures illustrating
the school carnival and the girls tumbling team.
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The drama instructor has made fifty two by two
slides of various areas of her course.

Included

is a

slide set showing the application of stage make-up.

Slides showing the correct method of holding various

musical instruments using students to demonstrate the
Flat pictures illustra-

technique has been prepared.

ting shop skills have been mounted

instruction ïn industrIal arts.
prepared

on

on

job sheets for

Sixty slides have been

various biological topics.

These are used

in an overhead projector by the biology class.

At the request

of the

health teacher, silhouette

posture pictures were made of each student in eleventh
trade health.

They were done by having student pose,

in bathing suit, in front of

a

light colored Wall.

Enlarging paper was used in the camera and before the
picture was taken, each student wrote his name of the

back of the paper to be used for his picture.

While

the camera was being loaded and pupil positioned, the

room was illuminated only by light cninr

frii

a

yellow-

green safelight, all outside light being excluded.
The exposure was made by turning two photofloods on
the light colored wall.

analyze his own posture.

Pictures enabled student to
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Another procedure in the orientation program aided by
slides is
plates.

a

set

of

3*x4 slides on glass lantern slide

The sophomore English teacher using these

four-

teen slides giving direction in use and locafi on of the

reference material and of the card catalog in the high
school library.

This was prepared using the dramatics

class to play the roles

of pupils

engaged in good and

bad techniques.

Vocational agriculture has made
of

pictures to illustrate its program.

of America,

ciased

a

continuous use

a

The Future Farmers

closely associated with the class, have pur-

Kodak 35,

a

daylight developing tank, trays

and an enlarger for their use.

Slides have been made

showing projects, good and bad crops, and stock judging.
The pupils have access to
the teacner.
of boys'

te

camera wnich is kept with

The instructor bas found that pictures

projects, when shown to the class create

a

feeling of pride in the person whose project is illustrated that can be achieved in no other way.

Included in

their FFA record book are spaces for pictures

of

their

projects, but the teacher feels that, unless the boy
wants them, that requiring these pictures makes an un-

necessary ecpense for the pupil.

About 160 pictures

have been made in this course, and more are being made all
the time.
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The Department of Instruc-

The Portland Program:

tional Materials is engaged in the widest program of prep-

aration in the state.
number

of other duties,

It

is engaged,

among the wide

in producing photographic

teachiflg

aids for both the elementary and secondary schools.

Unfortunately, the only time

visit was possible, the

a

department's personnel was engaged in several very time
consuming projects and the time granted for the interview was too short to gain the detailed information ob-

taned

in Albany and Salem.

The department has

a

4c5 Speed Graphic, 16mm

Bolex movie cL1nera, Kodak reflex, and

a

Bantam Special.

The last two cameras are available for use by any teacher
in the Portland system who has a definite,

worthwhile

use for them, and who has no camera

own.

of her

The de-

partment has complete darkroom facilities, including

enlarger, an automatic filmstrip printer,
graphic copying equipment.
in

Portland have some type

1'Tone

of

this equipment centers around

camera or

a

of

arid

photo-

the ten high schools

camera equipment.
a

Most of

16mm motion picture

press camera, or in some cases, both.

Jef-

ferson high school is the only one with no school owned
camera

equipment.
A full time photographer

is employed, who with

the director, prepare most of the school made thotogra-

phic teaching aids that the department distributes.
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Many teachers and members

of the

community brine color

slides and flat pictures to them for examination for

possible inclusion in Portland's film library.

In most

cases, unless the person has had experience preparing

photographic teaching material, the pictures are

use-

less because there is little organization to thei, or

they are photograpriically faulty.
has been

a

An exception to this

set of slides on Tapan prepared by

a

former

The Department cf Instructional

Portland principal.

Materials are always, however, willing to see any new
material.

If a person's slides are selected, the slides

are borrowed and duplicates of them made either by the

staff or are sent to Eastman Kodak Company.
All black and white pictures are kept in an il-

lustrated cross-indexed file.
picture is attached to
on what the picture

a

A contact prinL.

of the

card that gives information

illustrates, where it was taken and

what it has been used for.

ihese cards are filed under

subject matter titles.

The color slides that are taken by the department
are circulated

originals.

in the schools

This practice has been necessary since the

slides are often lost

malo

only as duplicates of the

are available,

or
a

damaged.

As long as the

replacement can be made.

ongWhile
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duplicates could be made of other duplicates, the color
quality would not be as good as

triat

in ones from the

original slide.
of sets

A number

of two

by two slides have been

made from copying black and white photographs.

A set of

pictures showing bridges in Oregon, obtained from the
state nighway department, was ìaandled in this manner.
Other similar sets of pictures are available from various
state and federal offices.

When

slide set is prepared, its creation comes

a

fDom an expressed need of the teachers in that subject
The pictures are then taken according to the

area.

wishes of the teachers.
use,

a

When the slides are ready for

set is sent to several teachers, who, through

classroom use, find what is the most appropriate order
of sequence.

also give suggestions for improvements

rIIhey

that could be made.
a

A script is

then prepared giving

brief description of eacn slide and is included with

each slide se loaned to the schools.
free to make any alterations

appropriate for her class.
the pictures at

a

ihe teacher is

or deletions

that might be

This makes possible the use of

wide range of schools and age levels.
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One program developed at the elementary school level
is

of such scope that it should receive mention.

In the

third grade the emphasis in social studies is on Portland.
One unit of instruction covers the Portland waterfront and

bridges.

A triology of material has been prepared to

aid instruction.

aid prepared.

Two by two color slides are the first

This year

a

photographically illustrated

booklet presents the commentary of two children on
trip they made up the river on

things they saw.

a

freighter and the

a

A 16mm motion picture,

still in the

production stage, recovers the same material in

a

dif-

ferent medium.
A high school production that was not covered

in

the summary of questionnaire data, since there was no

return from this school, was revealed in the interview.
This secondary schoolts photography class has undertaken
the project of yearly producing

a

1200 foot 16mm motion

picture documenting the activities of the school, with
emphasis on the senior class.
relations and

These are used in public

orientati on programs.

Educational photographs made by this department
were not listed on the chart

ori

page sicty four.

Two

by two slides were made for civics, commerca1, English,

geography, geometry, health, industrial arts, mathematics

L1
IA!J

music, and physical education classes.

Flat pictures have
Crafts

been made in biology, civics, English and geography.
and physical education have had aids prepared through
lbnml

silent motion pictures.

Filmstrips have been prepared

for use in civics and history.

The centennial

celebration for the Portland Public

schools offered another opportunity for use of two by
two slides in the

public relations program.

wide assembly program in wnici

1n

a

city

eacn school held open

house, these slides played an important role.

They

illustrated old schools in Portland and how they operated in contrast with modern school procedure.

In the

latter phase of the program the pictures were made at
the school which was giving the program.
a

This created

personalized atmosphere.
The Salem program.

The Salem direct orsnip is

a

full time job in which any preparation activity must be

done between other
preparation

has

administrative duties.

Sane of the

been done by other teachers, and two

high school boys are employed

on a

part-time basis

Most of the aids have been prepared for the elementary

schools, but the production ideas and methods could be

applied to high school.

There are two separate photographic programs in
the Salem high schools.

In the high school the school
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newspaper and annual have two press type cameras, the
graphic arts class has another and the high school owns
a

The only camera

16mm Bolex motion picture camera.

available to the audio-visual director is his own Kine
Exakta,

a

35mm single lens rellex camera.

equip-

.Iell

ped darkrooms are available in the grapnic arts class and

for the school publications.

The development

oi

most photographic teaching
There has first been

material has followed this pattern.
a

request for

a

particular type of aid that is not com-

mercially available.

Upon approval of the request,

teachers and students, as

a

list of pictures they want.

class project, prepare
Txae

a

pictures are taken

and sequence and captions are developed by the class,

This has

and a tape recording of the script is made.

proved successful even in the primary and lower inter-

mediate grades.
Only three aids, all slide sets, have teen pre-

pared for the high school.

Two of these

vere made in

an

audio- visual aids class, in which the director was instructor, as graduate students' projects.

A set

of

forty-one black and wnite two by two slides showing

mimiograph manipulation is used in
class.

a

business training

Twenty color slides were made during

a

general

business classts field trip to the Ladd and Bush bank.
These have served

coth

in business classes and

information sources on banking
br occupational informa Lion.

as

A public speaking class aIded

in

development

thirty-

of

nine black and wnite two by two slides snowing good and
bad gestures in public speaking.

In all cases the class

preparing the material benefited more than one class.

Elementary school productions have pictured
field trip to
kites.

a

cannery and

a

class project In making

Both were done on 35mm coior rllm ana were

and wrote

a

the

Each child took one slide of

used as slides.

caption lor

it.

One member

of the

then was selected to read the canpieted script

recorded on tape.
a

slide set showing

grade.

a

Scotts

school

Another elementary
ì.ne

teaching

of

class

to

project was

of

first

the text being

Other topics illustra-

ted have been the operation of city government,

modeling, and scarf dancing.

be

reading in the

Foreman, the publisher

used, cooperated in the production.

set

A six hundred

foot

clay

motion

picture was produced to show the activities of the

elemencsry school that contributed to citizenship.
was used as

picture

a

This

public relations medium.. A 16mm motion

of the same length was made

o1

folk dances during

May Day celebrations at the elementary schools.

Instruction, General

Department of Visu1

Ex-

tension Divisi3n program. This agency is included in
this sudy since some or iLs operaions do resu1 in
phoographic teaching aids for Oregun's secondary schools.
The department has a Graflex, 35mm still cameras, two
silent moLion picture cameras, one sound movie camera,
and miscellaneous other still cameras.
All material prepared has beeLl in eithe' agriculture or haue econc*nics. Two by two slides have been
prepared, under Lheir direction, by extension workers
throughout the state. These number into the thousands.
Twenty ltimm.

silent

the department and are

movies have been prepared uy

still

in circulation.

Liost of

these productiìs have dealt with 4-H topics. One
motion picture was made for the home economics classes.
The departmenL's activities in production are
mostly concerned with subjects relating to agriculture
or hxrie economics, but the facilities that are availaole
could be adapted to other production in other subjects.
Programs in otrier schools. With brie exception
of material that has been already reported, there aro no
schools known of with programs developed to an extent

three mentioned in detail. In two ciies
programs are icnoifl to exis i a limited iorm, Dut flO
report was received from tnem. One teacher in Oregon
beyond the

during summer vacations rias traveled about the state
making two by two color slides of vailous scenic attractions. These slides are then made availabLe for
saie to school districts. Those that have purchased

tnm quite valuable.

5ubjcLs covered
have been the Oregon Trail, ithinan LIission aflu :iallowaa,
and Salem ad the Oregoii Capitol buiitng. More such
them have found

sets are in preparation.

CHAPTER IV
SUMÌIARY, CONCLU3IO3 A1D RECOM1E1DATIO1S

This report has sought to reveal what photographic teaching aids have been prepared in Oregon second-

ary schools. The questIonnaire and interview method was
used, the persons contacted in all cases were those
within the schools who were responsible for the schoolts
teaching aid program. Questiornaire data is based on
62.7 percent returns.
Summary of Data

Groups in schools producIng photographic

aids. Teachers formed the

most

teaching

active production group.

In 3l.5 percent of the schools they viere engaged in some

degree of production of educational photographs.
workin

rL

Pupils

th teachers placed next, followed closely

by

audio-visual coordinators. Other groups played only a
small or incidental role. There was an Increase in
high schools employing twenty-five to fifty teachers.
Audio-visual coordinators in the same size schools
ranked next in the study.

Teachers were rated the best group to prepare
photographic teacbing aids according to listings given

by questionnaire answers; student and audio-visual coordinators ranked next.

Other groups received little recog-

The percentages were less than one-fifth of

nition.

the sample in all cases.

acceptance

of trils

This may indicate

a

lack of

phase of the educational program.

An important consideration

Projection eQuipment.

in any production program must be the projectors that

are available to show completed photographs.
all schools

Almost

have facilities for showing motion pictures.

Except for production difficulties, this would make

Filmstrips can

them the most practical aid to produce.
be shown in 73.2 percent of the schools.

Two by two

slides can be projected in 57.4 percent of the schools.

Opaque and 3-x4 slide projectors are owned in only about

forty percent of the schools.

It was also discovered

that there was an increase in the number of projectors
per school as tne school size increased.

This was espec-

ially true in ownership of motion picture projectors.
Camera equipment.
cameras of either the press

make use
is used

of

Most schools have purchased
or

motion picture type and

them within narrow areas.

The press camera

mostly for school publications wfllle the motion

[;Ig

picture cameras are used to film athletic contests.
Thirty-nine percent of the surveyed schools own cameras.
In the two largest size classifications of schools over
eighty percent have school owned cameras.
There are seven

35mm

classified as miscellaneous

latter

still
still

cameras and eleven

cameras.

Of

this

group, the majority are made up of twin lens

reflex cameras.
purchased, they have been
usually for the specific use by one of the special interest groups of the school, which in most cases nave
been the athletic department or school publications.
When cameras have been

other groups have used this equipment. It has been
made available, however, for use in most schools by the

Few

faculty

and

pupils.

Available teacher camera equipment offers more
promise for the making of the increasingly popular

slides.

Twenty-one such cameras owned by
teachers are already engaged in production. These
cameras form the only really significant group of teacher

two by two

owned

cameras.

that schools plan to buy follows
the same trends as that which is already school owned,
except that only one 16mm movie camera's purchases is
Camera equipment

planned.

press cameras

arid

miscellaneous

still

cameras

lead the

list.

Most of the

latter

group are made up 3f

twin lens reflex cameras.
Other photographic equipment.

Darkrooms of sorne

description are located in 57.4 percent of the secondary
schools. There is a marked increase in the frequency
of darkrooms as school size increases. A majority of
darkrooms are well equipped. Cwriersriip of an enlarger
is considered an index of wnat the quantity of the
other equiprrint may be. An enlarger is found in 65.9
percent of the darkrooms. About three-fourths of tne
darkrooms have running water. 'ihis may be a limiting
factor in their usefulness. Faculty and students have
most frequently been granted the privilege of using
these

facilities.

Pictures for publications, hobby work, and instruction, in tust order, rank as the leading uses of these
darkrooms. Production of teaching aids rates a very
poor last. This is indicative of the reasons stated
earlier for the establistiment of photographic facilities
in these high schools.
Photographic training of school personnel. Only
a very few of those teachers preparing photographic
teaching aids have ever received any instruction in

photography from
t ut i

a

on.

In 15.3

percent of the high schoo]s pupils have

the opportunities
a

college or other educational insti-

of

gaining photographic instruction in

regularly scheduled course.

Another source

graphic information to the pupil is
club which is organized in
schools.

trie

of

photo-

school camera

7.3 percent of the secondary

Both these groups can furnish the school with

pupils able to do much of the work involved in preparing

photographic teaching aids.
Photographic teaching aids that have been prepared.
The two major areas of preparation have been in science
and physical education.

Most of the latter production

has been motion pictures of sports contests, fourteen

schools having ventured into this field.

In science,

biology has received the most attention.

The greatest

variety of subject matter has been presented through
flat pictures.

Much of the material has been developed around
local angles to integrate the course of study with the

pupil's everyday experiences.
has filled

a

In other cases the material

gap in commerically prepared aids.

Some have

made slides of existing visual material thereby putting

it

into

class r

form that the teacher found more usable in the

a

o orn.

In many cases the teacher has found that often

schoolmade materials mean less to another class than to
the one that has produced them.

Several schools reported that they had made
movies

slides to be used in their public relations or

or

orientation program.

Financing productions.

Iviost

of the funds have come

from incidental appropriations from the general school
fund or the teaching aids budget.

Other sources have

been the student body, out-of-school groups, and the
own money.

teachers'

Results
In Albany

of'

interviews with audio-visual directors.

variety

a

of

material had been prepared with

both the teachers and the director doing the photography.
The school has

a

modest amount of good equipment, and

the program is being added to each year.

Portland

a

In Salem and

full time director has done most of the actual

photography

vlith

teachers submitting requests for the

aids they would like to have developed.

In Portland

an additional full time professional photographer is

employed.

found in

These were the three best developed programs
trie

state.

All directors eoressed the opinion

that sahool made photograDhic teaching aids were

a

valuable

addition to the school curriculum and that their preparation should be encouraged among those educators
having the Imowledge of the photographic and educational theory and practice that is vital to

preparation

of this

trie

correct

type of teaching material.

Conclusions
Keeping in mind the nature
of

of

the original sample

schools and the sample of the returns that resulted,

it is

believed by the writer that certain general

clusions can be made about the production

of

con-

photographic

teaching aids in secondary schools of Oregon.
1.

That for the most part, there is no regular program of preparing educational

photographs in the majority
schools.

of

secondary

iith the exception of Portland,

the preparational program that does

exist covers only

a

limited number of

subjects in the school.
2.

In many scnools where aids have been

prepared, the teachers remarked that they
have found them to be

a

valuable contri-

but ion.
3. The school

omed camera equipment.

rias,

for the most part, never been used to

aid any of the academic phases of the

curriculum; most use being made in school
publications and athletics.
4.

The camera equipment that is owned is,
in most cases,

of

a

high quality,

ande

under proper use, capable of making

eccellent photographic teaching aids.
5.

Most of the larger schools own cameras.

6.

Projection equipment available in most
Oregon high schools would make possible
the showing of school made movies, two

by two slides, and filmstrips.
7.

Darkrooms available

in

over half the

schools coupled with the large numuer
of enlargers

ovmed might make possible

the beginning of

a

program built around

flat pictures for bulletin board use.
8.

In general, most photographic
is available for use

student
rias

8.

'who

of

equipment

any teacher or

knows how to use them and

an acceptable reason for using them.

Considering available equipment, two by
two slides and flat pictures have the

greatest possibilities for development as

teaching aids by Oregon teachers.
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10.

Those answering the questionnaire

favored production centered around
the teacher, either as an individual

project or one in cooperation with her
class.

This is in accord with records

of actual practice.

Many schools have student classes

11.

or

clubs in photography that might be

interested in centering their efrorts
in producing photographic
12.

teaching aids.

When aids have been prepared, they
usually have had

a

local emphasis.

Recommendations
On the basis

of

tile

results revealed in the survey,

and those findings reported in the literature, certain

premises ca

e

established on which recommendations

can

be made concerning development of photographic teaching

aids

iii

Oregon's secondary schools.
Before the state-wide activities in this field can

progress far above the present level, an extensive informational campaign must be carried on through professional

organizations, educational journals, in-service training
courses, worksnops, and teacher training institutions.
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The following list is of suggested procedures that might
be included in such
1.

a

campaign.

That sciiool made photographs do make
an important contribution to education.

2.

School made photographic teaching aids
can supplement commercially made material.

3.

Encourage the inclusion of units on
photograph.c production in audio-visual
aid courses.

4.

'Then

practical, use preparational acLiv-

ities as
5.

technique of instruction.

a

Let schools

lo'iow

what other schools

are producing and foster inter-school

loaning of these aids.
6.

Encourage teachers to use the camera
as an educative device

7.

'nenever possible.

Supply information and sources

formation

of

in-

on photographic production

techniques and new ideas for school
made teaching photograoha.
School sponsored teaching aids invoive
itures

of amounts

useless projects.

of

money that should

not

trie

expend-

be used on

If the school has no school camera equip-

ment it snould, before

a purctiase

is made, study the

9$

potential uses that the school will make of the camera.
Will the camera make

a

to the money invested?

camera?

contribution to the school equal
'.ihat

use will be made of the

The answer to the latter question should include

type of photographic teaching aids the school wishes

trie

that they will

to prepare, and the subject matter fields

be prepared in; then it must be decided what type and

quality of camera will best serve the intended use.
Before any other equipment is purchased,

che same questions

should be answered.
If the camera equipment is already available,

then before production is begun it should be preceded

by

a

study including these considerations:

Has the need

for this material been expressed by classroom teachers
who feel that these new school made photgraphic teaching
aids would make

a

contribution to pupil learning not

otherwise obtainable?

Has

a

study been made to see

that the production will not duplicate any similar aid

that is available to the school?

Do the photographic

operations involved in creating this new aid come wIthin
the scope of abilities and skill of the persons who

will be taking part in the project?

VJi11

the time and

money spent be equal to the importance of educational
goals that will be attained.

Is

the equipment available
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to the school suitable for this type of production?

Vhen

it

has been decided that producing photo-

graphic teaching aids are practical, then production

personnel must be selected and organized.

The person in

charge of production should have photographic experience

sufficient to handle probloms that will arise.
school does not have such
to have

a

a

If the

person it might be advisable

member of the community skilled in photography

to serve as a technical advisor.

Time and monetary

limits for the production must also be established.

Final Consideration
Most schools engaging in photographic teaching
aid production have found that aids make an important

contribution to the school.
that this proauction is

a

It

snould be kept in mind

plan that is meant to solve

the needs of the individual school, community,

area.

It

is not a

or local

program designed to compete with

commercial agencies.

It can,

however, offer these com-

panies ideas for expanding their services.

While schools in Oregon are producing only
photographic teaching aids, there is
of

this phase

of

education.

a

a

few

growing awareness

An increasing number of schools
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are considering establishing

camera and other

a

program of this type.

The

photographic facilities within the

state's high schools indicate

that many schools already

have the necessary equipment to produce teaching aids.

Through this study and other investigations and
writings in this field

it

is

hoped that school administra-

tora and teachers will begin to recognize the camera as
an education instrument that it is.

Besides this recog-

nition the funds to prepare the aids that the school
needs must be provided along with released teacher time
to those teachers who are preparing photographic teaching

aids.
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OREGON STATE COLLEGE
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
CORVALUS. QR(GON

February 29,

192

Dear Audio-Visual Coordinator:
of
am desirous of your cooperation in a study I am making
The
Oregon.
In
aids
secondary school prepared photographic teaching
as a
report plans to illustrate typica) programs that will serve
curriculum
these
preparing
in
interested
possible guide to scnools
enriching aids.
I

of preIt is recognized that schools are not in the busir.ess
prepared
school
these
nevertheless,
paring photographic teaching aids,
aids
aids can make a valuable contribution to learning. ScLool prepared
make
they
curriculum;
the
to
school
individual
and
relate the community
trips;
it possible for students to take advantage of faculty members'
They
projects.
they provide a vitalized permanent record of student

school.
also supply teaching aids in specialized courses unique to your
thereby
regular,
or
incidental
The preparational program, whether
teaching aids.
becories an important supplement to commercially prepared
of
The questionnaire has been designed so as to take a minimum
photoany
prepared
not
have
your time to answer. Should your school
graphic teaching aids, please fill out those portions of the questionare of
naire applicable to your school. Negative answers and opinions
the
and
return
answer
Please
ones.
positive
as
to
me
as much value
possible.
questionnaire at your earliest convenience -- by Iarch 10 if
If your school has had any unusual experiences with a
preparational program which you would care to relate, please state
under comments. One idea fron each person filling out this questionnaire would make a tremendous contribution to the study.

Should you be interested in the results of this study, I will
you may
be glad to send you an abstract of it or any other information
request.
Yours very truly,
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OREGON STATE COLLEGE
oolof Lducation
UESTIO2(NAIRE F

TEACHING

INFORMATION ON PREPARATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
OREGONS SECONDARY SCHOOLS

àil)S BY

Name of School

Address of School
Number of Teachers

Total Student Enrollment
Name of School's Audio-Visual Coordinator

Definition:
For the purposes of this study a photographic teaching aid is any illustrative
material produced through photography that is used in a learning situation. It is
not important whether its orIginal purpose was as a teaching tool, as long as it
now contributes to learning when incorporated into an instructional unit.
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Indicate how many projectors
you have that will show each
of these types of materials.
A projector may be listed in
more than one group if it
will show more than one
type of visual aid.
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Cheek the anor
In this school
photographic
teaching aids are
produced by .....
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Students directed
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Audio-Visual
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SCHOOL'S CAiRA
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Does your school own any cameras? Yes
,
No
What cameras are owrd by your school?TGive make and approximate purchase date,

ho is periitted to use these caeras? Audio-Visual Supervisor, Faculty
Non-teaching staff
,
Others
,
Student.s
Are the cameras avT!able to thi people
Fough the calender year? Ys
?o
'lhat cameras owned by the faculty are used In the production of teachirg aIdsr
(type and make)

.

Is your

school planning the purchase of any cameras?

SCHOOL'S OTHER PHOTOGRAPHIC FACILITIES

Yes,

1.

Does your school have photographic darkroos facilities?

2.

Who Is permitted to use the school's darkroom?
(place check after those persons)
Audio-visual supervisor
,
son-teaching staff
Faculty
Students
Others_____

No

,

,

(check those uses)
For what purposes is the photographic darkroom most used?
Producing teaching aids
Hobby work
Instruction
Producing pictures for school publications
,
Others
,

L.

,

Which of the following does your school's darkroc have? (check those items)
Enlarger
(How many
Movie film splicer_____
), Contact printer
Running water in darkro
If you have any special equipment (besides
usual trays, tanks, etc.) please list here or on back of sheet________________
,

,

C.

Doe. your school offer a course in photography for students?
Average enrollment in course each semester

6.

Does your school have a club devoted to photographic interests?
Average number of members in club each semester

7.

Is

Yes

,

Yes,

No

No

there a community camera club interested in cooperating with the school in a
program of preparing photographic teaching aids? Yes
No_____
,
Have they been brought into program? Yes
No_____
,

8.

Of the teachers preparing photographic teaching aids, where did they get their
training? (place total number having that type of training after examples)
College courses in photography_____
Other courses in photography (trade and night schools, etc.)
Those who gained their photographic training with no formal instruction

Others
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DFSCPIVI'ION OF PTWI,UCED PHOTOGRtPHIC AIDS

you checked any items in the chart on page tree, please use this sheet to give
the following information. Using several reçreseritative or outstanding photographic tLachlng aids your school has prepared, giv
1. Title of aid.
2. Length:
For movies, number of feet.
b. Fer flat pictures, slides, filmstrips, or stereographs, give number of

If

a

pictures in

3.
14.

.
.

a

teaching set.

Yhether in black and white or color.

General description.
How used.
Vlhy prepared?

(use back of sheet or another sheet

Vse back of

sheet

if

you have any

if necessary)

other general comments on this topic.
Signature of person

filling

1amc and T

tie

out form:
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REFERENCES TU AID IN PRODUCTION OF
PHOTOGRAPHIC TEACHING AIDS
There has been

a

large number of books and artc1es

written in periodicals that would be useful to teachers
interested in gaining additional information on prePar-

ation of photographic teaching aids.
will list

sorne

of

This appendix

the books and pamphlets that are ex-

Few

cellent informational sources.

of the

magazine

articles that :ive direct information on those photographic techniques involved in producing teaching aids
have been found in publications outside those devoted

solely to photography.

With only

a

few exceptions back

issues of most photographic magazines are not available to the majority of the teachers in Oregon.

In

the few cases where photographic information has been

presented in educational journals it has consisted of

re-writings of material published in book form.

An inexpensive source

of

information

ture put out by photographic manufacturers.

is

litera-

Eastrnan

Kodak company and Ansco issue the greatest portion of
this literature; much of the former's material is avail-

able free of charge.

In order to secure these free

pamphlets it is necessary to purchase either the Kodak
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Reference Handbook or the Kodak Photograpnic 1otebook
and return the card incluclea with the book to the

pany.

com-

This places the individual on their mailing list

and entitles him to receive ail free publications and be

informed of all new ones.

low cost.

Both books are available at

By writing on school letterneads and stating

purpose tor wnich information is desired,

a

limited amount

of this free material may be obtained without purchase
of the books.
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Books will be listed separe indicated by (*),
arately from pamphlets and ook1et.s. This is
only a partial listing.
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